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2009/11 - MOTORRAD MAGAZIN MO. MÃ¤rz-Ducati Monster S2R 1000 Compressore. Bei
MotorradhÃ¤ndler Ronald MÃ¤rz gibt es ab sofort Kompressor-Kits fÃ¼r Ducatis.
Ducati â€” Monster 696
The Ducati ST series is a set of Italian sport touring motorcycles manufactured by Ducati from 1997 through
2007. In order of release, the series comprised five distinct models: the ST2, ST4, ST4S, ST3, and
ST3S.Intended to compete with other sport-tourers such as the Honda VFR, the ST Ducatis had a full fairing,
a large dual seat and a relaxed riding position for both rider and pillion.
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